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Overview
Following the World Sailing model, TopYacht first provides each competitor with a place and then
provides a point score for that place.
Notes:


For competitors who have a finish time, their finish place is dependent on that time.



When a class handicap (referred to as Yardstick), a personal handicap, or both, is used then this
value is applied to the finish time to compute the corrected time. The corrected times are
ranked to determine the finish place.



If two competitors have the same corrected time, they are provided with the same place and
the next place is skipped. E.g. if two are deemed equal second, then the next place is deemed to
be fourth. When this occurs the competitors on equal second place are awarded the score for
average points for the places 2 and 3.

For competitors who do not have a finish time, they receive a penalty place.
This is still a place that is turn is awarded a point score value.
Under RRS A5.2 and A5.3, a DNC place is the number of competitors in the Series plus 1.
For example, if there are 21 competitors in the Series then the DNC place is place 22. Depending on the
point score system in use, this would be 22 points under Low Point scoring or 28 points under Bonus
Point scoring.
TopYacht’s Group templates default to
 Low Points Scoring System and
 Rule A9 (A5.2) Penalty Place system
The defaults must be reviewed when setting up each group to reflect the Sailing Instructions. Routinely,
it is the Penalty Place system that usually requires changing, and NOT the Score System.
There are certain circumstances where clubs/events desire to define their own scoring system. TopYacht
has provided reasonably flexible editors to configure your own Penalty System and Score System.
It is important not to alter the standard RRS, A4.2 RRS A9 (2017-2020) and RRS A5.2, and RRS A5.3
definitions in TopYacht.
If you want a club or regatta-specific Penalty System then either use the “TopYacht CLUB SCORE”
definition or create new one of your own.

RRS 2021-2024 Changes
Rule 4.2 is replaced by Rule A5.2
Rule A9 is replaced by Rule A5.3
Effective Jan 01 2021
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Point Score System
This has been altered for demonstration purposes as shown below. An explanation follows.

This now provides 4 options for defining a Score system.

Option 1: RRS Rule A4 (‘Low Point’)
In this case you define the scores awarded to the first 7 places then you define the step size for the
points score given to each place after 7th place. E.g. 9th place is scored as the score for 7th place plus 2
more places each adding one point = 9 points.

Option 2: RRS Rule A4 with a user defined "Limit"
Consider the "Bonus Point System Limited" shown above.
The first 7 places are awarded the points nominated in the table. Each place thereafter receives an
addition (step) of 2 points. But no score may exceed the Limit value of 18 points.
In the following example notice how the 8th boat's score is 13 points plus one step of 2 points = 15. The
9th boat derives a score of 17 via the same method. The 10th boat should expect to receive a score of
19 but this exceeds the Limit and hence is locked at the limit value of 18 points.
Likewise the DNC score is for a place that causes the score to be equal to or exceed the Limit points
value and so it is also locked at the limit value.

This type of system is used where you wish to greatly increase the number of competitors who may be
in the top few places at the end of the event. It achieves this by limiting how poor a score a competitor
receives if they are outside the range defined by the selected Limit point score.
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Option 3: High Point (Auto).
In this instance the score awarded to the first place getter is primarily equal to the number of
competitors in the group selected plus the Limit value.
In the example below this is the number of competitors who have a finish time i.e. 10 have finish times
PLUS the Limit value of 1. So in this example the first place is given a score of 11 points. The second
place getter is awarded the same as the first but reduced by the Step. The third receives the same as the
second but again reduced by a further Step, etc.
Any competitor without a finish time is awarded 0 points.

Some clubs argue that this system rewards the competitor who "beat more boats".
Note: Under this system you cannot have any exclusions/discards/drops in the Series Scores.
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Option 4: High Point (Nominated)
In this instance the first 7 places are provides with nominated scores.
The step size is now set to a negative value. In the example it is set at -0.5. This will affect places 8 and
above.
The Limit was set at 5.
The overall effect is that the scores allocated to the first 7 places are nominated. Those following
decrement by 0.5 until the score reaches the limit. Then, the limit score value is used.
In the example below this does not occur until the DNC places are considered. It could have kicked in
above this or even within the values awarded for the first 7 places if that is how it had been set up.

Note: Under this system you cannot have any exclusions/discards/drops.
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Option 5: Cox Sprague System
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Penalty Place System.
This has always allowed for a place being related to various groups within the race e.g. number of
competitors "IN the SERIES".
It has also allowed you to define specific place.
A number of clubs use the ESP (Event Specific Penalty) for their own purposes. Below is an example
where it is configured for a 2nd place. When the point score is allocated to any competitor with ESP, the
point score will be that nominated for a second place. This does not alter the places nor scores of other
competitors but it means that more than one competitor will be placed and scored second1.

1

While such an outcome is possible, such an outcome would initiate an interesting discussion amongst
competitors!!
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Entering Penalties into TopYacht.
Routinely, this is carried out as part of the finish-time gathering / data-entry process.
There are two methods, with Option 1 being far superior to Option 2

Option 1: Use Step 9a / Computer Stop Watch.

Enter the three-letter acronym that applies to the penalty into the DIDNOT column as shown above. The
finish-time stamp (if any) remains intact and TopYacht, when importing the data from StopWatch into
TopYacht, gives precedence to the acronym over the finish-time stamp. This has the benefit of the user
still having a valid finish time if the penalty is over-ruled by a redress hearing.

Option 2: Use Step 9.

Enter the three-letter acronym that applies to the penalty into the DNF? column as shown above. Step 9
pre-dates the Computer stopwatch and obliterates the finish time, leaving no record of that time.
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Select / Change a Penalty Place System
Each TopYacht Group template was assigned a Penalty Place system when you created it. Typically, this
is RRS A9 (i.e. club racing).
To Change the TopYacht-set Default set, click on the appropriate Group.

Click on the “PENALTY PLACES SYSTEM” Drop Down box, and select the appropriate system
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RRS A5.2 (A4.2) and RRS A5.3 (A9) (as supplied) definitions

RRS A4.2

RRS A9
The TopYacht download comes with the four penalty place systems as defined in RRS A4.2 and A9 (RRS
2017-2020); and RRS A5.2 and A5.3 (RRS 2021-2024), along with a “Club Scoring System”.
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*******************************
It is strongly recommended that users do not change the as-shipped RRS compliant definitions.
Instead;
 Copy a definition;
 Give it a unique name; and
 Modify this copy to suit your local Sailing Instructions.
Alternatively, you can modify the Club Scoring system
*******************************
All the RRS definitions listed in A11 are catered for along with
 ARB – as per RRS Appendix T1.
 SCP – as per RRS 44.3c.
It also provides others for the use by the user. Sailing Instructions must specify when they will be invoked
and the mathematics used.

 ESP = Event Specific Penalty – an Event Specific Penalty a can be used to define a nonstandard score that is need for a special event e.g. a variant of a DNF for boats that ran out of
time or withdrew before finishing.
The As Shipped settings for this is the count of the boats that came to the starting area + 1
penalty
 ENP = Event Nominated Penalty – an Event Nominated Penalty. Similar to a ZFP or a SCP, this
uses a percentage of a nominated group e.g. the number of boats in the series, to adjust a score.
In all cases the ESP will never be worse that a DNF. This is useful in regattas for flagging those
who did not sign on or sign off.
The As Shipped settings for this is the place-score + 25% penalty
 TLE = Time Limit Expired – a Time Limit Expired penalty. Used in regattas so boats that miss
out on finishing dues to dying wind are not penalised too heavily. Could also be used for club
racing provided the NOR or SI covers same.
The following are not defined on this screen as they have a fixed interpretation.

 AVG – the Average of all scores for a Series as per RRS A10.a. If this is awarded at an early point
in a Series then it will be altered after each race. The points value only shows on the Series
Scores report auto updating after each new race is scored.
 DUT – Duty score for those helping run the club on a particular day. As per AVG but limited to
the X best scores. X is defined on the Configuration screen see Configure Software.
 PRO – This boat has indicated they are going to Protest.
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Create / Edit Penalty Place System
To create a new penalty system, access the Penalty Place System Editor, following menu sequence:
Admin Mode | Maintain | Configure Software;

 Click

at the bottom/left corner of the screen

 Select the system most like the one you wish to create.
 Press the

button.

This will add a new definition as a clone of the one that you selected.
 Give it a name
 Edit the parameters to suit your needs.




Place the cursor on the SUB-GROUP column for the parameter needing modification
Double-click on that box. This will produce a drop-down menu.
Select the new value for the parameter. (See List below)

By leaving the +/- column empty, the system forces the score nominated in the yellow Num column into
the results, even if that means that multiple boats receive that score. This will not alter the places or
scores of other competitors and hence several competitors will be placed second and scored as such.
It can also allow a percentage between the place and the place for a DSQ. So if a boat is 50th in a fleet of
100 and the penalty is set at 40%, then the new place = Place + 40% (DSQ Place – Place) = 50 + 40% (101
– 50) = 70.4 this is rounded to 70 as you can’t have a place that is not a whole number.
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ENP Example:

This Example gives a score of the boat’s Place plus 50% of difference between place and DSQ but limited
to (not worse than) DSQ (which is the default situation).
Loading a parameter into the second blue SUB-GROUP Column will change the limit to the value of that
parameter.
NOTE the / in the blue / column (circled). This is what tells TopYacht to do this second type of
calculation.

Parameter Definitions:
In Series means the number of boats that have paid their entry fee
At Start means the number of boats that came to the starting area
Started means: In Series – (DNC boats + DNS boats)
Has Time means the number of boats who have a finish time-stamp in this race
Place means that boat’s place score
It is recommended that the as shipped systems are not altered.
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Providing Redress
Sometimes you are required to provide redress on the instruction of a jury. The jury may…

1. Provide a time penalty or advantage; or
2. Allow for average points across all races of the series whether they have yet been raced
or not as per RSS A10 (a); or

3. Allow for an average of points up to that race as per RRS A10 (b); or
4. Nominate the actual point score for the boat as per RSS A10 ©.
Of these, only option 2 will automatically update if the race is subsequently reprocessed.
All others are manual intervention and will be obliterated if the race is reprocessed.
Try to persuade juries to use option 2!!
Option 1: Provide a Time Penalty or Advantage:

a)

Go into Step 9- Enter Finish Times for this race.

b)

Sort by Sail No or Boat Name

c)

Find the relevant boat

d)

Alter the finish time as per the instruction of the jury

e)

Reprocess the race

f)

View results (Step 10)

g)

Select the relevant boat and edit the score EVEN if you are just setting to its existing
value. E.g. Musketeer’s current finish time has been updated and race reprocessed to
give a score of 5.0. So edit the score and retype 5.0.

h)

Click in any other cell. The following dialog box appears:
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i)

In this case select the

j)

Close the screen the again View Results and you will see…

option.

Important Notes:



This is a manually edited score. If the race is reprocess TopYacht has no way of knowing
your intentions. A printed copy of the results is needed to again alter the result to comply
with the jury’s ruling.



The display above is for club races. In ‘Regatta’ mode, the order is by “score”. The RDG
boat would be back in the 5th position. The scoring outcome is identical, only the screen
layout changes. (Club events may include casuals/visitors.)

Option 2: Provide an Average Points Score for this Race based on all Races of the Series.

a)

Go into Step 9 (9a) – Enter Finish Times for this race.

b)

Sort by Sail No or Boat Name

c)

Find the relevant boat (or add it like any other boat to be given a time)

d)

Give the Boat “AVG” in the DNF (DID NOT) column.
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e)

Reprocess race.

Note:
The cell for the race score for the Race is empty. However, in the Series Scores page, a score
will be displayed. This value will change as more races are run.
Example:
At race 18 the score is 11.7V. The “V” suffix is for aVerage.
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Option 3: Provide Average Points Up to That Race / Nominate the Actual Point Score.
Be very careful that the jury has clearly defined exactly what it means.

a)

View results (Step 10)

b)

Manually compute the average score based on the Jury’s instructions

c)

Select the relevant boat and edit the score EVEN if you are just setting to its
existing value. E.g. Musketeer’s current finish time has been updated and race
reprocessed to give a score of 5.0. So edit the score and retype 5.0.

d)

Click in any other cell. The following dialog box appears:

e)

Select the

f)

Repeat this process for any other handicap groups.

option.
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Option 4: Provide Average Points for ALL races EXCEPT the Last Race in the SERIES.
While this option is not listed in the RRS .an increasing number of juries is awarding this option. It allows
keen competitors to understand the state of the nation when they front the starter at the last race.

a)

Go to the Race Setup Screen (Step 2)

b)

Select the Last Race of the Series

c)

Click

d)

Identify the Last Race of the Series check-box and check it.

e)

Follow the AVG process described in Option 2: Provide an Average Points Score for
this Race based on all Races of the Series.

f)

Reprocess the Race

*** Warning **
This is a series-level global change to the mathematics.
If other Average Points methods are awarded by a jury specifying Option 3 in the same series, checking
this box will change the average calculations to this option.
The Official Scorer must resort to Option 3 to compute an average score up to (but excluding) the last
race.
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Handling Scoring Penalties
RRS Appendix ‘T’: Arbitration.
This appendix applies only if the Notice of Race or Sailing Instructions so state.
(b) A Post-Race Penalty is a 30% Scoring Penalty calculated as stated in rule 44.3(c). However, rule
44.1(a) applies.
A boat takes a Post-Race Penalty by delivering to the arbitrator or a member of the protest committee a
written statement that she accepts the penalty and that identifies the race number and where and
when the incident occurred.

RRS 44.3: Scoring Penalty
The race score for a boat that takes a Scoring Penalty shall be the score she would have received
without that penalty, made worse by the number of places stated in the sailing instructions. When the
sailing instructions do not state the number of places, the penalty shall be 20% of the score for Did Not
Finish, rounded to the nearest whole number (0.5 rounded upward). The scores of other boats shall not
be changed; therefore, two boats may receive the same score. However, the penalty shall not cause the
boat’s score to be worse than the score for Did Not Finish (DNF).
The RRS-defined (default) penalties for ARB and SCP are automatically applied provide all the
parameters to the right of the penalty column for that penalty are empty.
Note:
SCP is the abbreviation for a Scoring Penalty as per RRS A10. For TopYacht users, only use this
abbreviation when RRS 44.3 is applied.
ARB is the abbreviation unique to TopYacht to handle appendix ‘T’ arbitrated penalties.
Juries must indicate to the scorer the appropriate abbreviation.

An example
There are 143 boats entered in the Series. A DNF score = 144 (RRS A4.2)

In this example, we will use places-getters 10 and 11 as below.
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Now apply
 ARB to TIGRE; and
 SCP to WIRED

After reprocessing the race:
DNF = 144
The incremental (additional) penalty is;
 ARB 30% of 144

= 43.2 round to 43

 SCP 20% of 144

= 28.8 round to 29

 TIGRE score updated from 10 points to 53 points
 WIRED score updated from 11 points to 40 points.

Note
The SCP recipe is hard coded as per RRS 44.3. Users who wish to vary the SCP definition must use the
ENP, ESP and TLE Penalties below and create their own recipe.
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ENP, ESP and TLE Penalties
TopYacht gives event organisers the flexibility to nominate additional penalty scores over
and above those listed in RRS A11. Remember, boats are given a place; the place is then
provided with a score and that score will in turn depend on the Scoring Definition used e.g.
Low Point, Bonus Point, Auto-High Point etc.
For each penalty, the Sailing Instructions must include text that describes the mathematics
used, the acronym, and how it will be applied.
Example:
In the Scoring Clause:
Boats still racing when her time limit expires will be scored points equal to the number of
boats finishing within the time limit plus 2 but no more points than the number of starters.
Such boats will be scored Time Limit Expired (TLE). This changes rules 35, A4.2 and A5

ESP = Event Specific Penalty
For a fixed place, choose the drop box option of “Zero” then add the necessary number e.g.
Zero + 23 for 23rd place. Some round robin events use this to provide a fixed DNC place
irrespective of how many boats are in each fleet.
NOTES:
 When selecting criteria keep in mind that the ESP boats are included in FINISHERS. This
is because TY cannot know if you intended them to be included or not; so they are. If
you want boat with an Elapsed Time then use that option.
 In all cases the ESP will never be worse that a DNF.

ENP = Event Nominated Penalty
ENP takes ‘the place of the boat’ then adds
 a percentage to the place eg place plus 30% of Boats That Finished; OR
 an extra score of say 5 points; OR
 It can also allow a percentage between the place and the place for a DSQ. So if a boat
is 50th in a fleet of 100 and the penalty is set at 40%, then the new place = Place + 40%
(DSQ Place – Place) = 50 + 40% ( 101 – 50) = place of ’70.4’; this is rounded to 70 as
you can’t have a place that is not a whole number.
NORMALLY – It will never be worse that a DSQ.
UNLESS you set up with a minus in the second +/- location and select “IN SERIES” in the
following group. So in this set up it can be “less than DSQ”.

Example 1: Place Plus 10 (but not worse than DSQ).
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Example 2: Place Plus 10% of entrants in Series (but not worse than DSQ).

Example 3: ENP Place plus 50% of difference between boats original place and DSQ place; but
not worse than DSQ place.
NOTE the slash character (/) in the ‘/’ column.
If this generates a place of 12.5 then, the slash tells TopYacht to truncate the value ie 12.5
becomes 12. Without the slash, the 12.5 would round up to 13.
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Example 4: ESP – To place an upper limit on a place.
Leave SubGroup3 empty and use Subgroup 4 as the limit.
E.g.: ESP = finishers plus 2 but not greater than Num starters
Remember early warning that ESP boats are considered “Finishers” so we will instead use Boats
that Have an (Elapsed) Time.
20 starters, 1 non finisher so ENP = 19+2 > 20 therefore 20
Useful for boats still racing but out of time to finish vs those that just started then headed home
(DNF).
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TLE = Time Limit Expired
An example might be a special ‘place’ (and hence score) for boats that are out of time but
have endeavoured to finish the course.
It might be defined as the number of boats that finished plus 2.
It is always based on a number that


were at the start; or



finishers; or



in the series; or



etc.

as per the options in the drop box.
Example:
TLE = finishers plus 2 but not greater than Num starters
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Fixed DNC Score
RRS specifies that a DNC score is points equal to the number of entrants plus 1.
In Round Robin type events, it may be necessary to set a fixed DNC score because of fairness.
See the HELP topic: Round Robin Series.
The Penalty Place recipe used for Round Robin racing needs to be modified to cater for such
events.
Access the Penalty Place recipe editor as follows:
Admin | Maintain | Configure Software

This window opens:

then Click
Create a dedicated Penalty Place Recipe Seethe HELP topic: Create / Edit Penalty Place System
Provide a name. Call it something obvious like 'Round Robin'.
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Now, identify the 'DNC' entry, and double click on the first Sub Group column so the DropDown appears.
Select the 'ZERO' entry.

Then change the value in the 'Num' cell for the DNC to the Score Penalty. This number will be
become a fixed value

Then Click
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Another DNC Strategy
Where the Sailing Instructions may state:
RRS A5.3 will apply and is amended as follows;
A boat that did not come to the starting area shall be scored points for the finishing place
5 more than the number of boats that started, but no more than the number of series
entries for that race, plus 1.

So this translates to DNC place = number who started plus 5 but not greater than the number in
the Series + 1.
Note the 1 in the second “%of” column and IN SERIES is in BOTH the last two SUB GROUPs.
This is ONLY designed to work with DNC.

Further Reading
RRS A5.3 DNC ~ Late Entrants Definition Issues (~ 6 Pages)
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Appendix 1: Series Score Acronyms and Meanings used in TopYacht
Penalties:
ABN

Race Abandoned

A

ARB

Arbitration – a simplified protest system used at most major regattas

B

BFD

Black Flag Disqualification (rule 30.4)

C

DNC

Did Not Come to the Starting Area

D

DNE

Disqualification, Score Cannot be Excluded

E

ESP

Event Specific Penalty (Needs defining in SI’s.)

F

DNF

Started, but did not Finish.

G

RDG

Redress Given (as a result of a hearing)

H

NSC

Did not Sail the Course

I

DPI

Discretionary Penalty Imposed

L

Late Entrant For clubs who define a penalty for boats joining a Series after R1

M

DGM

N

ENP

Event Nominated Penalty: Used by events that define a penalty that
is not in the RRS (will be defined in SIs)

O

OCS

Did not start; on the course side of the starting line at her starting
signal and failed to start, or broke rule 30.1

P

Protest
Pending

R

RET

Withdrew from race after finishing

S

DNS

Boat came to the starting area but went home without starting

Q

DSQ

Disqualification

T

TLE

Time Limit Expired: Must be defined in the SI’s

U

UFD

U Flag Disqualification (rule 30.3)

V

AVG

Average points: Averaged across all other races in the Series.

W

DUT

Duty score: defined by clubs to recompense sailors who are on
“duty” for a race.

X

EXC

Excluded race: where club defined minimum number of starters for
a race is not met

Y

SCP

Scoring Penalty applied.

Z

ZFP

Z Flag Penalty (rule 30.2)

#

No Data

[x]

Discarded

Data is missing (or questionable) from the results system –i.e.
incomplete data for that boat
Race that has been dropped/discarded/excluded from Series Score
Calculation.

Blue Text indicates RRS abbreviations as per Rule A10
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Ties:
Where series scores are tied they are broken according to the Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS)
appendix A. The tie can be broken by the boat with the more of a particular Score (e.g. more
firsts) or by the boat with the better score in the later Race. Previously the RRS also included a
breaking method based on the boat who Better the other boat.
S = Score
R = Race
B = Bettered.
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